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Abstract 
We prove that the only obstacle for the graph of all linear extensions of a poset, consisting of 
two disjoint odd chains, to have a Hamilton cycle are the two vertices of degree 1. In other 
words, if these two vertices are removed, the remaining graph has a Hamilton cycle. This is 
equivalent to the statement, that there exists a Hamilton cycle in the subgraph 
G(k, l)\{Okl’, l’Ok} of G(k,[), where G(k,l) is the graph of all binary (k+l)-tuples containing 
k zeroes and 1 ones. 
Let P be a partially ordered set (poset) and let 3(P) denote the set of all its linear 
extensions. For two posets P and Q, we define their parallel PI Q and series PQ 
compositions. The poset P 1 Q is the union of P and Q, and the poset PQ can be 
obtained from P ( Q by adding the relations determined by each element of P being 
greater than each element of Q. Let i” denote a chain of n elements labeled with i and i” 
denote the empty chain. 
A linear extension L,E_C!‘(P) can be obtained from another linear extension 
Ll~9(P) by an elementary tran.sformation if L, and L, differ by the order of exactly 
two adjacent elements. The graph Y(P) of all linear extensions of P has the elements of 
P(P) as its vertices and two vertices form an edge in ?I( P) if the corresponding linear 
extensions can be obtained from each other by an elementary transformation. Note 
that a Hamilton path in Y(P) implies the existence of an algorithm which generates all 
linear extensions of P by using only elementary transformations. For r posets 
PI, P2, . . . . P, on the same ground set we analogously define the graph 
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9(Pl,P2,-.., P,). The set of its vertices is the sum of sets Ui= I 9(Pi) and two vertices 
are adjacent if they differ by an elementary transformation. 
It is well-known that the graph G = Y( P) is bipartite [3,5] and connected for every 
poset P. Let Vi u Vz be a bipartition of V(G) and d(G) = 11 VI I- 1 Vz 11. There is no 
Hamilton path in G if d(G) exceeds 1. 
In this paper we shall use two results proved by Buck and Wiedemann [l] (see 
also [2,4]): 
Lemma 1. The graph S((Ol l)(o” 11”)) contains a Hamilton cycle for every 
m,n>O. 0 
Lemma 2. The graph %(On 11”) has a Hamilton path for n and m odd. 0 
If m or n is even then parity difference is bigger than 0 and if both of them are greater 
than 1 this difference is bigger than 1. Therefore, Hamilton path in %(On I 1”) does not 
exist, if one of m, n > 1 is even. For m and n odd, the graph S(0” I 1”‘) has two vertices of 
degree 1 (O”1”’ and lmO”) so it has no Hamilton cycle. Ruskey ([I 51 question 4.) posed 
a question if these two vertices are the only obstacle for the graph Q( 0” I 1”) to have 
a Hamilton cycle. In other words, he asked if F,,=%(O”I l”)\{ 0” l”, lmOn} has a 
Hamilton cycle. In this paper, we answer this question in the affirmative with the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 3. Zf the graph 3( 0” I 1”) (n, m 2 3) of all linear extensions of poset consisting 
of two disjoint odd chains has the vertices O”1” and 1”O” removed, then the resulting 
graph has a Hamilton cycle. 
To prove that F,, contains a Hamilton cycle for n, m odd and n, m 2 3, we construct 
a Hamilton cycle in F33 and find a Hamilton cycle in F,, for odd n, m> 3 using 
Hamilton cycles in Fkl for odd k, 12 3, where k <II, 1 <m and one of these two 
inequalities is sharp. 
We first split F,, into two disjoint subgraphs: 
G,,=9((0( 1)02(o”-31 1m-‘),02(O”-21 l”),(Ol l)Ol(O”-‘1 lm-z))\{Onlm}, 
G1=‘S((Ol 1)12(0”-‘1 lm-3), 12(0”1 l”-‘),(Ol 1)10(0”-21 lm-2))\{lmO”}. 
Graphs Gi (i = 1,2) can be also defined as subgraphs of F,, induced by those vertices 
where the second occurrence of i is at or before the third position. We prove that 
G,, has a Hamilton path with end vertices ~,,=01010”-~ lmP2, to= 1001 1m-20”-2 and 
G1 has a Hamilton path with end vertices z1 = 10101m-20”-2, tl =01100”-21”-2. 
Then, we connect z0 to tl and zi to to obtaining a Hamilton cycle in G. Note that it is 
sufficient to prove the existence of the path in Go - the proof for G1 differs only by 
exchanging m for n and 0 for 1. 
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To prove the existence of the path in Go we split Go into three subgraphs: 
H1=9((0( 1)oz(o”-3( l”_‘)), 
H,=9((0 ( l)01(o”P2 ( 1”_2)). 
HI has a Hamilton path with end vertices x1=01001”-‘O”-3 and 
yi = 10001m- 10”-3. This fact is trivial for n=3 and for n> 3 it follows from 
Lemma 1 and the fact that x1 and y, have degree 1 in H1. 
H2 has a Hamilton path with end vertices x2 =02 l”0, y, =02101”- ’ if n = 3 or 
x2=021mo”-2 y2=0 1 2 m-20120”-3 if n > 3. The existence of the path for n = 3 is obvious. 
The path for 1>3 we construct using inductive hypothesis which guarantees a Hamilton 
cycle in 9(02(0”-2 I l”))-{O”l”, l”‘O”>. This cycle contains edge (021m-‘010”-3, 
’ 021m-20120”~3), since vertex 0 1 m- ‘010”-3 is of degree 2. Deleting this edge from the 
cycle and adding edge O2 1 mO”- 2, O2 1 m- ’ 010nm3, we obtain the required path. 
We now construct a Hamilton path in G,, with end vertices z. to to. We first 
consider H3, which is composed of two disjoint copies of 9(OnY2) lmm2), namely 
~(0101(0”-2 1 lme2)) and ~(1001(0”-2 1 lme2)). Let us denote r=I V(%(O”-2 I lmP2)) 1, 
a =On-21mn2anduI=lm-20n-2. %(0”-211m-2) hasaHarniltonpath(a,,~~,...,u,) 
bi Lemma 2. Thus, H, contains a ‘ladder’ consisting of paths 
(OlOlUl, OlOlu,, . ..) OlOlu,), (lOO1ul, 1001u2, . . . . lOOla,) and edges (O1O1ui, 1001Ui) 
for i=l,2, . . ..r as its ‘rungs’. In this notation, zl=O1O1ul, t,=lOOlu,, and x2 is 
a neighbor of OlOla,. We consider two cases, n=3 and n>3. 
If n= 3, then we can connect the paths in HI and H2 using edge (xi, y2). Thus, we 
obtain a path with end vertices x2, y, in Go, passing through all vertices of HI and HZ. 
We connect y, = 10001”-‘0”-3 to 100101”-20”-3 = lOOlu,, x2 to OlOlu,, and OlOlu, 
to lOOlu,. Then we extend this path using the path 
(lOOlu,, 1001U,,~, . ..) 1001u,_ ~,0101u,_,,0101u,_,, . ..) 0101u,,0101u,_l, 
lOOlU,_i, lOOlU,_2,OlOlU,-2,0101US-3, . . . . lOOlU1,OlOlU.l) 
to obtain a Hamilton path in Go with end vertices z,, and to. It remains to explain why 
having two possibilities we write that 0101u, is one of the end vertices of this 
Hamilton path. Graph Go is bipartite as a subgraph of the graph of all linear 
extensions. There is an odd number of edges in the path between 1001~~ and one of the 
end vertices 1001~~ or 0101~~. Therefore, these two vertices have to be in different sets 
in a bipartition of Go. We have lOOlu,= 100101”-20”-3 and 0101~~ =01010”-2 lme2. 
We can easily obtain one of them from another using (n - 3)(m-2)+ 1, i.e. an odd 
number transpositions of adjacent O’s and 1’s. In this case (n = 3) we do not use 
inductive hypothesis, so if m=n = 3, we obtain a Hamilton cycle in F33 not using 
inductive hypothesis. 
If n > 3 then we have two disjoint paths in H, and H,. The Hamilton path in HI has 
end vertices x1 and yl adjacent to vertices OlOlu, and lOOla,, respectively, where 
a ” =01m-20”-3. The Hamilton path in H2 has end vertices x2 and y, adjacent to 
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vertices OlOla, and lOOla,, respectively, where us= 1”-40120”-3. Note, that our task 
can be reduced to finding two disjoint paths in H 3, such that they contain all the 
vertices of H,. The first should connect OlOla, with lOOla,. The second should 
connect OlOlu, with 0101~~. One of them should contain edge (OlOlu,, 1001~~). Now 
we consider two cases: v>s and v <s. 
If u>s, then these two paths are of the form: 
(0101u,,0101u,- 1, . ..) 0101u”+~, 1001u”+~, 1001u,+3, . ..) lOOlu,) 
(0101u,,0101u,+ 1) . ...0101a,, 1001u,, 1001u,+ 1, . ..) lOOlu,, lOOlu,_ 1, 
0101u,_~,0101u,_*, 1001u,_3,1001u,_,, . ..) 1001ui,0101a,) 
If v < s, then these two paths have the form: 
(0101u,,0101u,_i;,0101a,,l, loolu,+l, 1001u,+3;~~, lOOlu,) 
and 
(OlOlu,, lOOlu,, 1001u,_~,0101u,_,,01olu~_3, 
1001u,_~,1001a,_3, . ..) 1001a~,0101u~). 
One can easily check, that the end of the second path (in both cases) is OlOlq, as for 
n = 3. Moreover, both of these paths have odd numbers of edges, so their end vertices 
belong to different sets in the bipartition of G,,. We have 0101u,=0101”-30120”-3 
and 0101~ =01010”-21”-2. We can obtain one of these vertices from another using 
(m-4)(nJ2)+2(n- 31, i.e. odd number of adjacent transpositions. 0 
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